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Abstract 
In this paper we consider the Stone-&h compactifications of discrete semigroups which are 
countable, commutative and cancellative. We show that, if S and T are two such semigroups, then 
any continuous injective homomorphism from T‘ into S” arises from a homomorphism mapping 
a cofinite subsemigroup of T into S. We also consider the structure of semiprincipal left ideals 
of ,BS, and show that any nonminimal idea1 of this kind lies immediately above 2’ others for a 
certain order relationship on these ideals. We also show that it belongs to a reverse well-ordered 
chain of such ideals of type w;, each maximal subject to being strictly less than all its predecessors 
in this ordering. We also show that each nonminimal idempotent of OS lies immediately above 
2’ other idempotents for the order relation defined on idempotents by stating that cy < /3 if 
a + /3 = ,# + cy = cy. Finally, if 17 is any nonminimal idempotent in OS, we show that the centre 
of the semigroup q + /3S + 17 is contained in G + 7, where G denotes the group generated by S. 
Keywords: 05’; Stone-Tech compactification; Compact right topological semigroup 
AMS classificution: 22Al5, 54D35. 
Introduction 
In this paper, we extend results recently proved for /3N, the Stone-eech compactifi- 
cation of the positive integers, to a wider class of semigroups. We generalise the known 
fact that N* does not contain a topological and algebraic copy of PN [12] and that N* 
does not contain any copies of itself, apart from the obvious ones [6]. The theorems that 
we obtain also imply new facts of this type: for example, the only copies of (iV*, +) to 
be found in (N*, .) are those induced by mappings of the form n ti k” from N to itself. 
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It is well known that the semigroup operation defined on a discrete semigroup S can 
be extended to its Stone-eech compactification ,BS. This is done in the following way: 
for every s E S, the map t ti st from S to itself has a continuous extension to a map 
from PS to itself. The image of the element 7- of PS under this extension is denoted 
by ST. Then, for every 7 E OS, the map s ti ST from S to /3S again extends to a 
continuous map from OS’ to itself. The image of the element c of ,OS under this second 
extension is denoted by 07. Thus 07 is defined as a double limit: 07 = lim, lima s,tp, 
where (sol), (tD) denote nets in S converging to g, r respectively in ,OS. 
The extended operation is associative, and so it is a semigroup operation on ,/3S. 
With this operation, /3S is a compact right topological semigroup, because the map 
o ct 07 from ,OS to itself is continuous for each r E /?S. This has important algebraic 
consequences (cf. [ 1,9]). Among these is the fact that every compact right topological 
semigroup contains an idempotent. Also, every such semigroup has a smallest two-sided 
ideal, which is the union of all the minimal left ideals and also of all the minimal right 
ideals, as well as being a union of groups. 
At this point, the reader should be warned that the semigroup operation on S is 
frequently extended in the opposite order, making ,8S a left topological semigroup. 
The semigroup PS has several claims to be interesting. It is interesting in itself as 
being the largest possible semigroup compactification of S (as defined in [ 11). All others 
occur as quotients of PS. It also has significant applications in topological dynamics [4] 
and in combinatorics [5], particularly in the case in which S = IV. 
Throughout this paper, S will denote a countably infinite, commutative, cancellative, 
discrete semigroup and S* will denote pS\S. In Section 1 we prove that, if T is also 
a semigroup of this kind, then any continuous injective homomorphism from T* into 
S” arises essentially from an injective homomorphism from T into S. In Section 2 we 
investigate the structure of semiprincipal left ideals of ,BS. We prove that each nonminimal 
semiprincipal left ideal of ,BS lies above 2” ideals of this kind. Each of these is maximal 
subject to being contained in the given semiprincipal left ideal in a sense which we 
define below. Furthermore each nonminimal semiprincipal left ideal of PS belongs to 
a reverse well-ordered chain of such ideals of length wi, each ideal in the chain being 
maximal in the sense mentioned subject to being contained in its predecessors. We also 
prove in Section 3 that each nonminimal idempotent of /3S lies immediately above 2’ 
other idempotents, for the order relation defined on idempotents by stating that Q < p if 
N + 0 = p + CL We shall use the fact that it is precisely the idempotents in the smallest 
ideal which are minimal for this order relation [9, Theorem 3.51. 
Preliminaries 
As we have mentioned, S will denote a given discrete, countably infinite, commutative 
and cancellative semigroup, and we shall use G to denote the group generated by S. Thus 
G will be a countably infinite, discrete, commutative group in which S is embedded in 
such a way that every element of G is the difference of two elements of S. 
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We shall regard S as embedded in G and /3S as embedded in PG. We shall denote 
the semigroup operation on all these semigroups additively. (It is wildly noncommutative 
on 057, but it is the extension of a commutative operation which would frequently be 
denoted additively.) We shall use 0 for the identity of G. K@S) or simply K will denote 
the minimum ideal of /3S, and an idempotent in K will be called a minimal idempotent. 
K(PG) will denote the minimum ideal of PG. We shall assume that we have chosen a 
sequential ordering for G. 
It is easy to check that S is in the algebraic centre of ,BS. It is also in the topological 
centre, because the map T e s + T is a continuous mapping from PS to itself for each 
s E s. 
We remind the reader that the points of ,0S can be regarded as ultrafilters on S, with 
the points of S itself corresponding to the fixed ultrafilters. The topology of /3S can be 
defined by choosing the sets of the form {< E PS: A E <} as a basis for the open sets, 
where A denotes a subset of S. These basic sets are then the clopen subsets of ,i’3S, and 
@S is an extremally disconnected space. If X 2 PS, x or Cl(X) will denote ClgsX. 
For any A C S, ?i = {t E ,DS: A E E}. 
We wish to thank the referee for a particularly helpful report. 
1. Homomorphisms 
We find the following lemma to be an indispensable tool in analysing the algebraic 
structure of /3S and we shall use it again and again. 
-- 
Lemma 1. For any two countable subsets A, B of ,657, AnB # 0 implies that XflB # 0 
orAnB#0. 
Proof. This lemma, which is valid in any F-space, is due to Frolik. A proof can be found 
in [ 111, where it occurs as Lemma 1. 0 
Lemma 2. The elements of S are cancellable in @S. For every s E S and u E ,OS, 
s + o E K implies that u E K. 
Proof. To prove cancellability, let <t and & be distinct elements of PS. There will be 
disjoint subsets Xt and X2 of S which will be members of Et and <2 respectively. Since 
the disjoint sets s + Xt and s + X2 are members of s + <t and s + <2 respectively, 
s+El # s+l2. 
If s + g E K, s + o = s + cr + cy for some minimal idempotent LY, because K is a 
union of groups [ 1, Theorem 2.121. This implies that 0 = 0 + (Y E K. 0 
Lemma 3. For any o, r E PS, (PS + a) n (/3S + T) # 0 implies that u E G + PS + T 
or T E G + 45’ + o. 
Proof. Suppose that X + D = P + T for some )\, p E ,BS. Since )\ + (T E Cl(S + g) 
and p + T E Cl(S + T), it follows from Lemma 1 that a + c E Cl(S + 7) = OS’ + 7 
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or else a + 7 E Cl(S + cr) = ,OS + c for some a E S. Thus o E --a + /3S + r or 
7-E -a+BS+a. 0 
Lemma 4. For any two distinct elements a, b of S and any p E ,OS, a + p # b + p. 
Proof. The mapping z +-+ a - b + x from G to itself has no fixed points. Thus its 
continuous extension to a map from PG to itself will have no fixed points, by [3, 
Theorem 9.21. 0 
Lemma 5. Suppose that the element cr of PS is not right cancellahle in /3S. Then 
a~G+S*fa. 
Proof. There will be distinct elements Et and & of PS for which I, + cr = E2 + 0. We 
can choose disjoint subsets Xt and X2 of S which are members of [t and E2 respectively. 
Since (I + g E Cl(Xt + O) and & + o E Cl(X2 + o), it follows from Lemma 1 that 
a + c = p + 0, where a E Xt and p E X2 or else a E X2 and p E x,. Thus 
g = -a + p + 0. By Lemma 4, we cannot have p E S because p # a. 0 
Notation. We shall now assume that T is also a countably infinite, commutative, can- 
cellative, discrete semigroup, and that we have chosen a sequential ordering for T. We 
shall use 4 to denote a given continuous injective homomorphism from T* to S*. 
Lemma 6. TX contains a nonminimal idempotent. 
Proof. It was shown in [8, Theorem 3.1 and Remark 4.21 that T* contains a copy of 
H = aEN Clp~((2~N). Now H is a compact subsemigroup of /3N containing all the 
idempotents of /3N. (This follows from the fact that, if n E N and qn : Z e Z, is the 
canonical homomorphism, q{ IS a homomorphism and H is the intersection of /XV with 
the kernels of all the mappings qf,,.) It is well known that ,8N contains nonminimal 
idempotents. (For example, [7] and [8] have proofs that PN contains c disjoint copies of 
H which miss the minimum ideal.) Thus there will be distinct idempotents cr, p in H 
satisfying (Y + p = ,B + cy = p; and the same statement will hold for T*. 0 
Notation. In the remainder of this section, cy will denote a given nonminimal idempotent 
in T” and p will denote 4(a). 
Lemma 7. There is a sequence (&) f 1 o e ements of T with the following properties: 
(i) Z’Y = {tn: n E N}, then ~(u+Q)+@ $ ,L?G+~(w+~)+~forany < E Cl(Y)nT* 
and any u, v E T. 
(ii) Given m E IV, for any a among the first m elements of G and any u, u among the 
JirstmelementsofT, ~(~+t,+~~)+~#a+~(w+t,,+c~)+~ifn>m. 
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Proof. There will be a minimal idempotent y in T* satisfying y = QI + y = y + Q [9, 
Theorem 3.51. 
We claim that, for any u, u E T, +(u + a) + ,O $! PG + 4(~ + 7) + ,O. Suppose on the 
contrary that $(u+cx)+~ = p+#(u+y)+p f or some p E PG. Since 4(-y) +p = 4(y)> 
(gu + a) + p = q5(w + y + 7) + p = #(tJ + Y) + d(Y) + fl= @G + 7) + @(y)* 
Adding 4(y) on the right of the first equation shows that @(u + LX} + @ = @(u + 0) + 
P+~(Y). Thus $(u+a) = b(~+cr+y) and hence v+a = u+a+y and Q = a+y. 
This implies that cy is in the minimum ideal of T*-contradiction. 
It follows that 4(~ + a) + ,f? will have a clopen neighbourhood WU,V disjoint from the 
compact subset PG + d(w + 7) -t ,B of PG. For each a E G, let 
E a,u,v = {E E T*: a+4@+<)+0 K,,}. 
By the continuity of the mapping c c) a + #(u + [) + ,O, E,,U,2) is a clopen subset of T*. 
Now u,,,,,, J%v # T’ because Y # IJ,,,,, J%,~,~. It is well known that any nonempty 
Gs-subset of N* has a nonempty interior in W* (cf. for example [ 14, p. 5121). So the 
Gs-subset n,,,,,(T*\Ea,u,,) of T’ has a nonempty interior and contains a nonempty 
subset V which is open in T’. Then V 2 T* n Cl(Y) for some infinite Y & T. We 
enumerate Y as {tn: n E N}. We will have ~(u+cY) +p $ ,DG+d(v+<) +,L3 
whenever, u, v E T and [ E T* n F; for, on the contrary assumption, we would have 
d(~ + CX) + /3 E Cl(G + d(u + [) + 0) and hence a + @(v + [) + p E IV,,, for some 
a E G. This would imply < E E,,,,, -contradiction. This establishes property (i) for the 
sequence (in). 
To obtain property (ii), we shall replace (tn) by a subsequence which we choose 
inductively. 
Suppose that we have chosen tn, for i = 1,2,. . . , k, with the following property: 
whenever a E G and U, v E T are among the first i elements in our chosen orderings of 
G and T, 
$(u + L + QI) + P # a + 4(U + Lj + a) + p if j > i. 
If a is among the first k elements of G and U, IJ are among the first Ic elements of T 
and if i < k, there will be only a finite number of values of n for which @(u + tTLi + 
CX) + 0 = a + @(v + t, + a) + p; for otherwise, if there were an infinite number, the 
corresponding values of t, would have a limit point < E T” fl y. This would satisfy 
$(u+tni +a)+P = a+($(v+<+cu)+P -contradicting (i). We may thus choose nk+l 
to be a value of n for which 4(~ + tni + cr) + fl # a + +(u + t, f a) + fi whenever 
a, u, ‘u satisfy the given conditions and i < k. 
If we now replace (tn) by the subsequence (ini), property (ii) will hold and property 
(i) will remain valid. 0 
Lemma 8. 4(t) + ,B is right cancellabk in PG for each s f T* nr, where Y is the set 
described in Lemma 7. 
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Proof. On the contrary assumption we would have 4(t) + /3 = p + 4(E) + p for some p E 
G* (by Lemma 5, with G in place of S). Since 4(E) + P E Cl{@@, + cli) +p: n E N} and 
P+~(I)+P E Cl((G\{O))+4(0+P), L emma 1 implies that +(tn+~)+P = p’+4(<)+p 
for some n E N and some p’ E /?G, or else +(<‘)+fi = a+4([)+/3 for some <’ E S* nu 
and some a E G\(O). The first possibility contradicts condition (i) of Lemma 7 and so 
we may assume the second. If a and -a are among the first m terms in our ordering of 
G, 4(<‘)+P E Cl{4(k+o)+P: n > m} and a+4([)+P E Cl{a+4(t,+a)+fi: n > 
m}. Another application of Lemma 1 shows that I$(< + o) + p = a + 4(t,, + ok) + fl or 
4(tn + CX) + /3 = a + 4(< f cy) + P f or some n > m and some C E {tn: n > m}. But 
the first possibility is ruled out by condition (i) of Lemma 7 if C E T* and it is ruled out 
by condition (ii) if C E T. The second possibility is ruled out in the same way. 0 
Lemma 9. For each t E T, q5(t + N) E G + p. 
Proof. Let p = 4(t + a). We note that p commutes with all elements in d(c~ + /3T + a~). 
Let (tn) and Y be as described in Lemma 7. For any < E T* I- f7, p + d(t) + ,B = 
P+$f<)+p because p commutes with P+4(<)+P. Now 1_~+45(<)+/3 E Cl(S+4(<)+@) 
and p + &J(E) + /-L E Cl(S + 4(t) + p). Applying Lemma 1 allows us to deduce that one 
of the two following cases must hold for some s E S and some p E ,DS: 
(1) s + 4(E) + P = P + 4(‘9 + PL; 
(2) P + 4(E) + P = s + 4(<) + P. 
Suppose first that (1) holds. Since s + d(E) + P E Cl{s + 4(tlL + CV) + 0: n E IV} 
and P + 4(E) + P E Cl(S + 4(I) + P), another application of Lemma 1 shows that 
s + 4(tn + Ly) + p = p’ + 4(E) + I” f or some n E N and some p’ E PS, or else 
s + 4(I’) + P = s’ + 4(E) + p for some <’ E T* n Y and some s’ E S. The first 
possibility is ruled out by Lemma 7. So we may assume that the second possibility 
holds. Choose m so that s - s’ and s’ - s both occur among the first m terms of G and 
t occurs among the first m terms of ‘7. We now claim that for any k E N, there exists 
n > m, k such that s + 4(tlL + N) + P = s’ + 4(t + t,, + cy) + P. Since 
s + 4([‘) + 0 E Cl{s + $(tlL + (2) + P: n > m,, k} 
s’+$q~)+pECl{s’+(Lqt,,+cu)+p: n>m,k}, 
Lemma 1 implies that s + 4(trL + cy) + j3 = s’ + 4(c + o) + p or s + 4(< + LY) + /3 = 
s’ + $(tn + CY) + p for some n > 771, k and some C E Cl{&: n > m, k}. But these 
equations contradict condition (i) of Lemma 7 if C E T*. Thus they imply that C E Y 
and we may assume that s + $(tll. + (1) + fl = s’ + 4(t7& + cy) + p = s’ + 4(t + t, + N) + ,# 
for some n, T > m, k. This contradicts condition (ii) of Lemma 7 unless T = n. So 
s + 4(tTL + o) + p = s’ + $(t + t,, + cy) + P for some n > k. 
Since k was arbitrary, this equation will hold for an infinite number of values of n and 
hence there will be an element p E T*nY which will be a limit point of the corresponding 
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values t,, and will satisfy s + 4(p + o) + ,O = s’ + 4(t + p + o) + ,O. Adding ,B on the 
left of this equation shows that s + ,O + 4(p) + /3 = s’ + $(t + a) + d(p) + ,D. Since 
d(p) + ,B is right cancellable by Lemma 8, s + /3 = s’ + d(t + LY) and $(t + a) E G + p, 
as required. 
Suppose now that (2) holds. Another application of Lemma 1 shows that 
p’ + 4(<) + P = s + 4(tn + o) + p 
for some p’ E 05 and some n E N, or s’ + 4(t) + ,B = s + 4((‘) + p for some 
s E S and some I’ E T* n y. The first equation contradicts Lemma 7. The second 
equation is really the same as the one analysed in the preceding paragraph and implies 
that 4(t + o) E G + ,B. I7 
Theorem 1. There is an injective homomorphism f : T ti G such 4(r) = f”(r) for 
every I- E T*. 
Proof. By Lemma 9, for each t E T there exists a E G such that 4(t + p) = a + p. 
The element a will be unique by Lemma 4 and we can define a mapping f : T H G by 
stating that f(t) = a. Th en it is easy to show that f will be an injective homomorphism 
and so ffl : PT M PG will be a continuous injective homomorphism. 
The equation 4(t + cy) = f(t) + P (B E T) implies by continuity that 4(~ + a) = 
fp(~) + p (VT- E PT). Choose any 7 E PT and any < E T* n y. Since 4 is a 
homomorphism, 4(r + < + o) + d(r) + 4(< + o) (Vr E T*). Thus fp(r) + f”(E) f 0 = 
4(r) + 4(c) + P. Since f”(F) + P = d(c) + P an since 4(t) + fl is right cancellable d 
(by Lemma 8), fP(r) = 4(r). 0 
Theorem 1 implies that SD(r) E S* for every T E T* and hence that f(t) E S for all 
but a tinite number of values oft. Thus we can assert the following corollary: 
Corollary. T contains a subsemigroup Tl with the property that T\Tl is finite and that 
there is an injective homomorphism f : Tl M S for which ffil~* = 4. 
Proof. Put T, = S-’ (S), where f : T e G is the mapping defined in Theorem 1. 0 
Remark. The necessity of introducing Tl is illustrated by choosing S = N and T = 
N U (0). Then S* and T* are isomorphic, but there are no homomorphisms from T 
into S. 
Remark. It was recently shown that the only topological and algebraic copies of IV* 
in IV* were the subsemigroups of the form kN* (where k E N) and that this statement 
remains true if N is replaced by Z [6]. These facts are immediate consequences of 
Theorem 1. The theorem about N* follows by choosing S = T = N in Theorem 1, 
and noting that any homomorphism f from W into Z has the form f(n) = Icn where 
k = f(1). The theorem about Z* is simply the special case of Theorem 1 in which 
S=T=Z. 
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We can now justify the statement made in the introduction that the only copies of 
(N*, +) to be found in (iV*, .) are induced by mappings of the form n ct lclL from N 
to itself. Suppose that f maps a final segment of I+4 into N and satisfies f(m + n) = 
f(m)f(n) for every m, n in its domain. Choose any m, n in the domain of f and let 
a = f(m) and b = f(n). It will follow that, for any T E N, al‘ = f(rm) and br = f(m). 
So aTL = b’” - - f (mn) and, if k denotes a’lm, we have b = f(n) = lc”. Thus we are 
done if we can show that k E N. Now the case in which n = m + 1 shows that k = b/a 
and hence that lc E N, since a’lm cannot be rational unless it is an integer. 
Remark. The following theorems are not new-more general theorems were proved 
in [2]. We include them here because the results in this section provide simple proofs 
for them. 
Theorem 2. Every continuous injective homomorphism B : PT M PS has the fcjrm f fi 
,for some injective homomorphism f : T H S. 
Proof. By applying Theorem 7 to the restriction of 0 to T*, we can deduce that there 
is a continuous injective homomorphism f : T * G such that Q(T) = fp(7) for every 
7 E T”. Choose t E T. Since f(t + U) = f(t) + f(~) for every u E T, it follows 
by continuity that f”(t + 7) = f(t) i- fD(7) f or every 7 E PT. Choose [ E T* fly. 
Then @(t + < + a) = Q(t) + 19(t) + ,O and also 0(t + < + (-Y) = f(t) + B(6) + /3. Since 
Q(t) + p is right cancellable by Lemma 7, Q(t) = .f(t). But this contradicts the fact that 
e(t) E S* C G* and f(t) E G. •I 
Theorem 3. S” does not contuin arly topological and algebraic copies of PT. 
Proof. By Theorem 2 there is an injective homomorphism f : T ++ G such that Q(7) = 
,~F(T) for every 7 E PT. This implies that f(T) 2 OS and hence that f(T) C S. 0 
2. Semiprincipal left ideals 
Definition. If A E PS, the left ideal PS + X of PS will be called a semiprincipal left 
ideal of /3S. (This need not be a principal left idcal because it need not contain A.) If 
A, p E ,DS, we shall say that OS + X is strongly contained in PS + p if PS + X 2 OS+ p 
and p $ G + PS + A. (Of course, if S is a group, this is equivalent to stating that PS + X 
is strictly contained in /3S + p. The difference between this relation and strict inclusion 
is illustrated by the fact that, if X is a right cancellable element of PIV, ,DN + 1 + X is 
strictly contained in /XV + X but is not strongly contained in ON + A. Clearly, strong 
inclusion does imply strict inclusion.) 
Lemma 10. S* is an ideal in 4s 
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Proof. This well-known fact is easy to prove. If g E S* and r E ,SS, then c + r $ S 
because g + r is a limit of distinct elements in S + T and is therefore not isolated in /3S. 
Similarly, if r E S, r + c $ S because 7 + g is a limit of distinct elements in r + S. 0 
Lemma 11. K(PS) = /3S fl K(PG). Furthermore, PG + K(PS) C K@S). 
Proof. In view of Corollary 2.15 in [ 11, it will be sufficient to show that pSnK(pG) # 0. 
Suppose that p is a minimal idempotent in ,f3S. There will be a minimal idempotent c 
in ,SG for which p+ cr = afp = c (by Theorem 3.5 in [9]). We claim that G+p 2 PS. 
To see this note that any b E G can be written as b = al - a2 for some ai, a2 E S. 
Now al + p and a2 + p belong to p + PS + p, which is a group in PS (by [ 1, Theorem 
2.81). So there will be an element /I in this group for which p -t a2 + p = ai + p. Hence 
b + p = p E PS. Since PS is compact, Cl(G + p) C ,DS and thus 0 E OS, because 
r = 0 + p E Cl(G + p). 
For any v E K(PS), there will be an idempotent p in K(PS) for which v = p + V. 
It follows that PG + v 2 ,DS and hence that PG + v C ,0S n K(PG) = K(PS). 0 
The following proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 7. 
Theorem 4. Suppose that 7 E ,DS\K. There will be a sequence (So) of elements of S 
with the properties: 
(i) IfX = {s,: n E N}, then, for any E E- S* n Cl(X), we will have 77 $ PG + < + 7. 
(ii) Whenever a E G occurs among thefirst m elements in our ordering of G, a+s,, # 
s, and -a + s, # s, ifn > m. 
Proof. Since S* is an ideal in /3S (by Lemma lo), S’ will contain a minimal idempotent 
cw.ByLemmall,~~~G+~+~,because~G+a+~~K.Since~G+cu+~is 
compact, there will be a clopen neighbourhood W of rl disjoint from ,DG + cy + 77. For 
each t E G, the set Et = {I E S*: t + [ + v E IV} is clopen in S* because the mapping 
[ I-+ t+J+v is continuous on S*. Now n,(S*\E ) t 1s nonempty, because CY is in this set. 
Since any nonempty Gs-subset of S’ has a nonempty interior n,(S*\Et) will contain 
a nonempty open subset U of S’. Choose an infinite set Y 2 S for which U > v n S*. 
We can inductively choose a sequence (sn) C Y with the property that a + s,, # s,, 
and -a + s, # sTL whenever m < n and a is among the first m elements of G. 
To show that (i) holds, suppose that [ E S* n Cl(X). Then [ E Yn S’ C U. Suppose 
that 77 = p + 6 + Q for some p E PG. Then, since p + < + 71 E Cl(G + < + r/), it follows 
that t + [ + 77 E W for some t E G and hence that < E Et-contradiction. 0 
Notation. Henceforward we shall suppose that v is a given element of S*\K and that 
(s,,) & S is a sequence with the properties described in Theorem 4, with X denoting 
{s,: n E RI}. 
Theorem 5. Let 5, [’ E x n S*. The left ideals PG + < + 71 and ,OG + <’ + 7 of ,BG are 
disjoint if 6 # <‘. Furthermore, < + 7 is right cancellable in PG. 
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Proof. We shall suppose that < + 77 = p + <’ + 77 for some ,U E PG, and deduce from 
this that p = 0 and that < = E’. 
We choose subsets Y and Y’ of X which are members of [ and <’ respectively, 
choosing these to be disjoint if < # E’. 
Since < + q E Cl(X + v) and p + I’ + 71 E Cl(G + <’ + v), Lemma 1 implies that 
s + 7 = p’ + E’ + 77 for some s E X and some /I’ E /3G, or else E” + 77 = a + <’ + 17 for 
some <” E Y n S’. The first possibility contradicts the assumption that 77 # ,0G + [’ + 17, 
and so we may assume the second. We may suppose that Y and Y’ contain only elements 
which occur after a in our ordering of G, because we can delete all those which do not. 
Now f”’ + 7 E Cl(Y + q) and a + <’ + 77 E Cl(a + Y’ + T). Thus another application 
of Lemma 1 allows us to deduce that t + 77 = a + E”’ + 77 for some t E Y and some 
[“’ E Y’, or else that E”’ + 77 = a + t + 77 for some t E Y’ and some c”’ E Y. Neither 
possibility can hold if E”’ E S*, because then 7 $ PG + E”’ + 77. Hence <“’ E X. We 
then have t = a+<“’ or 5”’ = a + t, by Lemma 4. However, condition (ii) of Theorem 4 
now implies that t = E”’ and hence that a = 0. Since t E Y and <“’ E Y’ or vice versa, 
these two sets are not disjoint and so [ = <‘. We have thus established that a = 0 and 
< = E’, as we claimed. 
By applying Lemmas 3 and 5, with S replaced by G, we can now assert that ,0G+<+v 
and PG + [’ + 7 are disjoint if [ # <‘, and that [ + 77 is right cancellable in PG. 0 
Theorem 6. Let [ E X n S’. The left ideal ,DS + < + q is maximal subject to being a 
semiprincipal left ideal of PS strongly contained in /3S + 7. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4 that ,DS + E + 7~ is strongly contained in PS + q. 
Suppose that /3S + < + 77 c /3S + 7 c PS + ‘I, where c denotes strict inclusion. 
Suppose also that, for any s E S, s + 77 $ PS + 7 and s + 7 $ PS + < + 7, so that the 
inclusions involved are strong inclusions. 
ForanysES, s+~+~=~+~forsomea~~S.Nows+~+~~C1(s+X+~) 
and 0 + 7 E Cl(S\{s}) + T, b ecause 0 # s (otherwise we should have [ + 7 = r, by 
Lemma 2). Thus, by Lemma 1, s + :I; + 77 = g’ + 7 for some 5 E X and some c’ E PS, 
or else s + I’ + 77 = t + T for some E’ E Cl(X) n S’ and some t E S\(s). The first 
possibility contradicts our assumption that s + z + q $ ,&S + 7. The second implies that 
t + s + < + 77 = t + g + T = s + (T + (’ + q E /3S + {’ + 7. This contradicts Theorem 5, 
unless 0 = t and [ = E’. However, if 0 = t and < = [‘, the equation s + <’ + 77 = t + 7 
again yields a contradiction, because it implies that t + 7 E OS + < + q. 0 
Remark. Theorem 6 can be applied to G instead of S. Thus we can assert that, for any 
< E 57 n S*, the semiprincipal left ideal PG + [ + 77 of /3G is maximal subject to being 
a left ideal of this kind strictly contained in PG + 7. 
Remark. Since < + 7 is right cancellable in OS (by Theorem S), < + 77 $ K. Thus 
the process can be continued and we can produce an infinite decreasing chain of semi- 
principal left ideals, each maximal subject to being strongly contained in its predecessor. 
The following theorem shows that the process can be continued further. 
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Theorem 7. Suppose that (@S + 7,) is a decreasing sequence of semiprincipal left deals 
of PS, each strongly contained in its predecessor: If 
v E Cl{?& 72 E I”J}\{~& n E IV}, 
q is right cancellable in PS and OS + 7 is maximal for the ordering defined by strong 
inclusion subject to being contained in n,(pS + 7,). 
Proof. We first note that, for any s E S and any n E N, s + 7, E PS + qn if r > n. 
Since s + 77 E Cl{s + q,.: r > n}, s + Q E PS + qn. So ,BS + 77 C_ PS + Q~. This is a 
strong inclusion, because, if s E S, we cannot have s + 7, E PS + q, since this would 
imply that s + 77 E PS + q,+i. 
We next show that, if < E C1{qn: n E N}\{T~: n E I+?}, s E S and p E pS\{s}, 
then s + 7 # p + I. It will follow from Lemma 3 (applied in the case in which C = 7) 
that 77 is right cancellable in PS. 
Assume that s + v = p + I. Since 77 E Cl{q,: n E N} and p E Cl((S\{s}) + q), it 
follows from Lemma 1 that s + qn = p’ + C for some n E N and some p’ E @S\(s), 
or else s + 77’ = T + C for some 7’ E C1{qn: n E N} and some r E S\(s). Now 
p’ + < E PS + ~~+i, and so the first possibility cannot hold, since it would imply that 
s+qn E /3S+qn+r. So the second possibility must hold and we must have s+q’ = r + (‘. 
But v’ E Cl{rln: n E N}, and so (by applying Lemma 1 again) either s + 7” = T + vn 
or s + qn = T + 77” for some 7j’ E Cl{Qn: n E N} and some n E N. Neither of these 
. possibilities can hold if q” $ {v~. n E N}, as they would imply that r+vn or s+~,, was 
in /3S + qn+ 1. So 77” = qm for some m E N. But neither of the equations s + qrn = r + vn 
or s + 7, = r + vrn can hold if m = n, since r # s. They also cannot hold if m # n; 
because, if m < n, r + qrn $ /3S + vn and s + vrn $! PS + qn. This establishes that 
s + 77 # p + C and hence that r] is right cancellable. 
Now suppose that, for some T E /3S, ,BS + 71 c PS + T C n,(PS + 77,). Suppose 
also that, for every s E S, s + T $ ,BS + 7. Now, for any s E S, s i- 7 = CT + T- for 
some 0 E flS\{s}. S ince s + 7j E Cl{s + qn: n E IV} and CJ + T E Cl((S\{s}) + T), 
it follows from Lemma 1 that s + qn = CT’ + T for some n E W and some V’ E PS, or 
else s + 7”’ = t + T for some q”’ E cl{~~: n E N} and some t E S\(s). The first 
possibility cannot hold, since it would imply that s + 77% E ,SS + qn+i. For the same 
reason, the second possibility cannot hold if 77”’ E (77,: n E N}. However, it cannot 
hold if 77”’ $ (7,: n E N}, because then the equation s + 77 = (T + T would imply that 
s + t -t- v = s + g + v”‘, and hence that t + 77 = CT + 77”‘. This was ruled out in the third 
paragraph of this proof, except in the case in which 7 = 77”‘. However, we are assuming 
that t + T $ /3S + 7. So the second possibility cannot hold if 77 = 77”‘. 0 
The preceding results allow us to deduce the following theorem: 
Theorem 8. Let 77 E S*\K. There are 2” disjoint semiprincipal left ideals strongly 
contained in PS + 7, each maximal subject to this condition. There is also a reverse well- 
ordered chain of length WI of semiprincipal left ideals of ,BS, each strongly contained 
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in /3S + 77 and each being maximal for the order relation of strong inclusion subject to 
being strongly contained in all its predecessors. 
Proof. We know from Theorem 6 that each of the left ideals /3S+<+q, where < E ‘ItnS*, 
is maximal subject to being strongly contained in PS + 7. There are 2” elements < in 
r;j~nS*, since this set is homeomorphic to N*, and any two distinct values of < correspond 
to disjoint left ideals of the form pS+<+q, by Theorem 5. We also know from Theorem 5 
that each element of the form [ + 71 is right cancellable in ,DG and is therefore not in K. 
We establish the existence of our WI-chain by transfinite induction. 
We first define 770 to be 71. 
We then suppose that, for each ordinal CY in WI less than some ordinal ,0 in WI, we have 
defined an element va in S*\K with the property that PS + 77, is strongly contained in 
/3S + qr whenever y < cr and that OS + rla is maximal with respect to this property for 
the order relation of strong inclusion. 
If p is not a limit ordinal, we can use Theorems 5 and 6 to define ~0. If p is a limit 
ordinal, we observe that 0 will contain a cofinal subset with order type w, and we then 
use Theorem 7 to define 70. 
Thus we can define elements qa for every cy in WI, with the left ideals OS + qcy having 
the required properties. 0 
Example. Theorem 5 would no longer be true if strong inclusion were replaced by strict 
inclusion. This is illustrated by the example S = N. If p denotes a right cancellable 
element of PlV, there is only one semiprincipal left ideal maximal subject to being 
strictly contained in PN + b-the one defined by 1 + ,u. 
Theorem 9. 05’ has 2” minimal right ideals and 2” minimal left ideals, and each of 
these ideals has 2’ idempotents. 
Proof. We observe that there will be an element 77 E ,BS\K (by Lemma 6). 
By Theorem 5, the left ideals ,0S + [ + 77 are disjoint. There are 2’ of these, because 
z n S’ has 2” elements. Since each will contain a minimal left ideal, there must be 2c 
minimal left ideals. 
Now each minimal left ideal L is infinite; for, if p E L, S+p C L and S+p is inlinite. 
The points of any infinite compact F space belong to at least 2’ different homeomorphism 
classes. (In [14, p. 5471 it is shown that any infinite compact F space X contains a copy 
of PN, and that two points in this copy belong to different homeomorphism classes in 
X if they are not Rudin-Keisler comparable. Now [lo] contains a proof that /3N has a 
subset of cardinality 2’ in which any two points are Rudin-Keisler incomparable. Hence 
X must contain at least 2” homeomorphism classes.) If R is any minimal right ideal, 
R n L is a group and any two points g, T in R n L belong to the same homeomorphism 
class in L; for the map p ++ ~1 + 0’ + T defines a homeomorphism from L to itself 
[ 1, p. 321 where cr’ denotes the inverse of u in R n L. Thus L contains 2’ groups of 
the form R n L, and so there must be 2” minimal right ideals. Since each group R n L 
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contains an idempotent, L must contain 2” idempotents. Since any given minimal right 
ideal R has an intersection with every left ideal which contains an idempotent, R must 
also contain 2c idempotents. •I 
Remark. The above theorem is well known for the cases S = W and S = Z. It has also 
been proved recently for the case S = Q [2]. 
Example. The necessity of cancellability in our theorems is illustrated by considering 
(N, min) and (IV, max). 
If S = (N, min). The minimum ideal of PS is a singleton {l}, and there is only one 
minimal left ideal and one minimal right ideal. The semiprincipal left ideals defined by 
elements of S’ are all equal to the whole of ,SS. 
If S = (RI, max), there are only a countable number of right ideals. These are the sets 
of the form S* U {n E N: n 3 m} and S’ itself. Every semiprincipal left ideal defined 
by an element of S* is an singleton. 
We shall leave it to the reader to check these facts. 
3. Idempotents and commutativity 
Definition. We define an order relation on the idempotents of PS by stating that C < 71 
if c + 77 = 77 + C = I. We observe that the idempotents which are minimal for this order 
relation are precisely those in K [9, Theorem 3.51. 
We shall also need to use the quasi-order <R introduced in [9]. This is defined by 
stating that [ <R ?I if 77 + < = 5. 
The following theorem shows that the study of the order relation < is equivalent to 
the study of commutativity for idempotents. 
Theorem 10. Two idempotents Q, i of ,bS commute if and only if 71 < C or < < 77. 
Proof. Suppose that 77 + < = C + Q. By Lemma 3, we may suppose that ( = a + p + 77 
for some a E G and some p E PS. Adding 7 on the right in this equation shows that 
C + 7 = C and hence that C < 7. 
Theorem 11. Let 17 denote a nonminimal idempotent of ,L?S. There are 2” idempotents [
in ,DS satisfying C < 77, each maximal subject to this condition. 
Proof. Let (sn) be as described in Theorem 4, with X denoting {s,: n E IV}. Let 
< E 5” nS?. The set of idempotents r E (PG + < + 7) TIPS satisfying r < v is nonempty, 
because OS + < + v will contain an idempotent r’ and we can choose r = 77 + 7’. Let r 
denote a <R- maximal chain of idempotents r in (PG + t + q) fl 05' satisfying r < v. 
If 
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L is nonempty. To see this, note that for each r E r, L, = {C E r: ~7 >R 7) 
is nonempty and &Cl(L,) C L. Thus L is a compact semigroup and contains an 
idempotent C. We may suppose that C < 7, because we can replace C by 7 + (‘. By the 
maximality of r, (‘ E l? 
We shall show that [ is maximal subject to satisfying < < 77. Suppose that <’ is an 
idempotent in ,OS for which < < C’ < 77. Since PG + < + 77 intersects ,SG + <‘, because 
< belongs to both these sets, it follows from Lemma 3 that I’ E PG + < + v or [ + 77 E 
/3G+[‘. In the first case, C’ E r because, for any T E r, (‘t-7 = C’+[+r = {t-r = 7. 
Hence < + C’ = <‘. However, C + C’ = < and so C’ = <--contradiction. In the second 
case, the maximality of the semiprincipal left ideal PG + t + r] of PG (by the remark 
following Theorem 6), implies that PG + <’ = PG + < + 71 or PG + [’ = PG + q. If 
,OG + <’ = PG + [ + 7, then <’ E ,SG + < + q and (as we have already seen) C’ = <. If 
PG+~‘=PG+rl,then77~PG+C’andhencerl=77+~’.However,rl+~‘=~‘and 
so C’ = v-again a contradiction. 
Theorem 11 now follows from the fact that there are 2’ disjoint sets of the form 
(PG + < + q) n /3S, by Theorem 5. 0 
Remark. The above theorem was proved in the case S = W in [ 131 in essentially the 
same way. 
Theorem 12. Let 77 denote a nonminimal idernpotent of S. The centre of the semigroup 
77 + ,DS + 77 is contained in G + 77. 
Proof. Suppose that I_L is in the centre of 77 + @S + 7. Let t E S’ n x. We can choose [ 
so that p $ ,SG + < + v, because p can belong to at most one of the disjoint sets of the 
form PG + [ + q. Since 1-1 commutes with 77 + < + 7, q + E + p = p + [ + 77 because 
v+P=,LL+$-=~I.Now 
77 + E + P E Cl(S + E + P) and P+E+~EC~(S+[+V), 
andso(byLemma1)eithers+~+~=~+f+$-orp+~+~=s+$-++forsome 
s E S and some p E 05’. We shall analyse these possibilities. 
Suppose first that s + < + p = p + < + 7. Since s + [ + p E Cl{s + s, + 1-1: n E W} 
and p+<+~ E Cl(S+[+v), another application of Lemma 1 allows us to deduce that 
s+s,+~=a+J+~forsomen~~andsomea~~S,orelses+~’+~=t+~+~ 
for some e’ E x and some t E S. The first possibility is ruled out by our choice of 6. 
The second implies that 
This contradicts Theorem 5 unless I’ = [. However, if <’ = C;, the fact that < + 77 is right 
cancellable in /3G implies that s + p = t + 7 and hence that p E G + q, as required. 
Suppose now that p + < + p = s + < + q. Applying Lemma 1 in the same way shows 
that g+<+p = s+s,+v for some n E N and some g E PS, or else t+[+p = s+[‘+v 
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for some <’ E X and some t E S. The first possibility contradicts Theorem 4, because it 
implies that 
s+s~+~=~+~+~+~=~+~+~+~+~. 
The second possibility implies that 
s+rj+<‘+?J=t+q+<+/L=t+p+[+q. 
This again contradicts Theorem 5 unless [’ = <. If < = E’, it implies that t + /L = s + 7 
and hence once again that b E G + 7. 0 
Corollary. If 5’ is a group and r~ is nonminimal idempotent in S’, the centre of q+PS+r] 
is precisely S + 7. 
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